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The Odyssey of Homer
In this incisive and challenging book, leading
executive marketing strategist Gibbins-Klein presents
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an exciting, systematic approach to becoming a REAL
Thought Leader and gaining recognition and
credibility.

King Lear
Nicole Homer's first full-length poetry collection,
Pecking Order, is an unflinching look at how race and
gender politics play out in the domestic sphere.
Homer challenges the notion of family by forcing the
reader to examine how race, race performance, and
colorism impact motherhood immediately and from
generation to generation. In a world where race and
color often determine treatment, the home should be
sanctuary, but often is not. Homer's poems question
the construction of racial identity and how familial
love can both challenge and bolster that construction.
Her poems range from the intimate details of
motherhood to the universal experiences of
parenting; the dynamics of multiracial families to
parenting black children; and the ingrained social
hierarchy which places the black mother at the
bottom. Homer forces us to reckon with the truth that
no one–not even the mother–is unbiased.

You May Ask Yourself
As entertaining as it is incisive, Stoned is a raucous
journey through the history of human desire for what
is rare, and therefore precious. What makes a stone a
jewel? What makes a jewel priceless? And why do we
covet beautiful things? In this brilliant account of how
eight jewels shaped the course of history, jeweler and
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scientist Aja Raden tells an original and often startling
story about our unshakeable addiction to beauty and
the darker side of human desire. What moves the
world is what moves each of us: desire.
Jewelry—which has long served as a stand-in for
wealth and power, glamor and success—has birthed
cultural movements, launched political dynasties, and
started wars. Masterfully weaving together pop
science and history, Stoned breaks history into three
categories—Want, Take, and Have—and explains
what the diamond on your finger has to do with the GI
Bill, why green-tinted jewelry has been exalted by so
many cultures, why the glass beads that bought
Manhattan for the Dutch were initially considered a
fair trade, and how the French Revolution started over
a coveted necklace. Studded with lively personalities
and fascinating details, Stoned tells the remarkable
story of our abiding desire for the rare and
extraordinary.

Ride the Right Horse
The family is our haven, the place where we all start
off on equal footing — or so we like to think. But if
that’s the case, why do so many siblings often diverge
widely in social status, wealth, and education? In this
groundbreaking and meticulously researched book,
acclaimed sociologist Dalton Conley shatters our
notions of how our childhoods affect us, and why we
become who we are. Economic and social inequality
among adult siblings is not the exception, Conley
asserts, but the norm: over half of all inequality is
within families, not between them. And it is each
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family’s own “pecking order” that helps to foster such
disparities. Moving beyond traditionally accepted
theories such as birth order or genetics to explain
family dynamics, Conley instead draws upon three
major studies to explore the impact of larger social
forces that shape each family and the individuals
within it. From Bill and Roger Clinton to the stories of
hundreds of average Americans, here we are
introduced to an America where class identity is ever
changing and where siblings cannot necessarily follow
the same paths. This is a book that will forever alter
our idea of family. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Proceedings
Dramatically raise your SAT score with this go-tostudy guided filled with test-taking tips, practice tests
and more! With more than 125 years of experience in
education, McGraw-Hill is the name you trust to
deliver results. This MHE guide is the most
comprehensive and relevant prep tool on the market.
We will help you excel on the SAT with: -8 full-length
practice tests -Realistic practice questions with
thorough answer explanations that reflect EvidenceBased Reading and Writing, Heat of Algebra, and all
other question types you’ll see on test day-Hundreds
of Math practice questions like the ones on the SAT,
covering both grid-ins and multiple-choice answers-A
complete Diagnostic test to measure your results and
track your improvement -Student-tested strategies by
expert authors who prepared thousands of exam
takers for success Why the Elite Edition? If you are a
smart, hard-working, and high-achieving student
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aiming for nothing less than your personal best – this
study guide is for you! In addition to the materials in
the book, the SAT ELITE edition gives you access to
the unique online prep course you can access
anytime, anywhere, offering:-3 additional practice
tests-An interactive personalized study plan with daily
goals-Powerful analytics to chart your progress-Digital
flash cards, games, and feedback from your peers
preparing for the same test Challenge ProblemsKeep
an eye out for challenge problems throughout the
book that reflect the SAT’s most difficult concepts.
Reading Comprehension Tips Take advantage of
specific tips for mastering the Reading
Comprehension section you won’t find anywhere else.

The Pecking Order
Honky
Migrant City tells the story of contemporary London
from the perspective of thirty adult migrants and two
sociologists. Connecting migrants’ private struggles to
the public issues at stake in the way mobility is
regulated, channelled and managed in a globalised
world, this volume explores what migration means in
a world that is hyper connected – but where we see
increasingly mobile, invasive and technologically
sophisticated forms of border regulation and control.
Migrant City is an innovative collaborative
ethnography based on research with migrants from a
wide variety of social backgrounds, spanning in some
cases a decade. It utilises recollections, photographs,
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poems, paintings, journals and drawings to explore a
wide range of issues. These range from the impact of
immigration control and surveillance on everyday life,
to the experience of waiting for the Home Office to
process their claims and the limits this places on their
lives, to the friendships and relationships with
neighbours that help to make London a home. This
title will appeal to students, scholars, community
workers and general readers interested in migration,
race and ethnicity, social exclusion, globalisation,
urban sociology, and inventive social research
methods.

Migrant City
Essential SQL Skills Made Easy Fully revised to cover
the latest software versions, this easy-to-follow guide
will get you started programming in SQL right away.
Discover how to create database tables, access and
modify data, work with triggers and transactions,
build effective queries, and handle management and
administrative functions. SQL: A Beginner's Guide,
Fourth Edition offers clear instruction on each topic
and is loaded with step-by-step examples. This
practical book includes coverage of database security,
SQL/XML, and new temporal data features. Designed
for Easy Learning: • Key Skills & Concepts—Lists of
specific skills covered in the chapter • Ask the
Expert—Q&A sections filled with bonus information
and helpful tips • Try This—Hands-on exercises that
show how to apply your skills • Notes—Extra
information related to the topic being covered •
Tips—Helpful reminders or alternate ways of doing
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things • Cautions—Errors and pitfalls to avoid • SelfTests—Chapter-ending quizzes to test your knowledge
• Annotated Syntax—Example code with commentary
that describes the programming techniques being
illustrated

The Next Catastrophe
An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox
approach to childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jawdroppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to
change your thinking about parenting and its
conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of
the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you
might ask family and friends for advice when faced
with important choices about how to raise your kids.
You might turn to parenting books or simply rely on
timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when
Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and fullblown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to
scientific research to make the big decisions. In
Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of
those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math
(since studies show conditional cash transfers
improved educational and health outcomes for kids)
to teaching them impulse control by giving them
weird names (because evidence shows kids with
unique names learn not to react when their peers
tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer
kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley
encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear
children, if only because that level of engagement
with kids will produce solid and happy ones.
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Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the
outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy
kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology
teaches you everything you need to know about the
latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go
down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the
same time.

McGraw-Hill Education SAT Elite 2020
Arguing that birth order plays a powerful role in
shaping one's beliefs, careers, and choice of marital
partner, explains how to tap birth-order insights to
understand personal tendencies and overcome selflimiting obstacles.

The Order of Things
Colin Fischer is 14 and has Aspberger's. Although he
struggles to understand human emotions, he's
brilliant at logical deduction. Sherlock Holmes is his
pin-up. When a gun fires into the ceiling of the school
cafeteria, everyone blames Wayne, school bully and
usual suspect. But Colin Fischer turns detective; only
he spots a connection between the gun and some
birthday cake. Only Colin can uncover the truth. A
brilliantly entertaining read for anyone who loved The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time.

The Birth Order Book
Constructed
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Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for
quality, authenticity, or access to any online
entitlements included with the product. Ace the SAT
with this essential study guide packed with skillbuilding techniques, practice tests, and interactive
features With more than 125 years of experience in
education, McGraw-Hill is the name you trust to
deliver results. This MHE guide is the most
comprehensive and relevant prep tool on the market.
We will help you excel on the SAT with: 8 full-length
practice tests (5 in the book + 3 online) Realistic
practice questions with thorough answer explanations
that reflect Evidence-Based Reading and Writing,
Heat of Algebra, and all other question types you’ll
see on test day Hundreds of Math practice questions
like the ones on the SAT, covering both grid-ins and
multiple-choice answers Challenge Problems
throughout the book that reflect the SAT’s most
difficult concepts Reading Comprehension tips you
won’t find anywhere else Student-tested strategies by
expert authors who prepared thousands of exam
takers for success

24 Carat BOLD
Study of various actors and directors presenting
performances of Shakespeare's plays.

The Pecking Order
Examining the dramatic changes that have occurred
in American society over the past three decades, the
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author of The Pecking Order offers a thoughtful study
of the new social realities of life, explaining how the
social, economic, and technological transformation
has reshaped individual lives. 50,000 first printing.

Lessons in Typography
The "untextbook" that teaches students to think like
sociologists.

McGraw-Hill Education SAT 2018
Get hands on with type in this lesson-based addition
to Jim Krause’s popular new Creative Core series on
design fundamentals. In Lessons in Typography, you’ll
learn the basics of identifying, choosing, and using
typefaces and immediately put that knowledge to
work through a collection of exercises designed to
deepen and expand your typographic skills. After a
crash course in type terminology, you’re encouraged
to walk the talk with lessons and exercises on
creating type-based logos, crafting personal
emblems, choosing and using the right fonts for
layouts, designing your own fonts, fine-tuning text like
a professional, hand lettering, and more. Krause uses
practical advice, humor, and page after page of visual
examples to give you a complete education in
designing with type that you can read in a matter of
hours and continue to learn from over the course of
your career. In Lessons in Typography, you’ll learn
how to: Identify and discuss fonts like a design
professional Choose and combine fonts effectively for
use in your projects and layouts Create monograms
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and logos using existing typefaces and custom-built
letterforms Modify fonts to meet your design’s
specific needs Space letters properly using tracking,
kerning, and leading and create eye-pleasing layouts
Lessons in Typography is the third book in the New
Riders Creative Core series, which provides
instruction on the fundamental concepts and
techniques that all designers must master to become
skilled professionals. Additional titles in the series
include Visual Design and Color for Designers.

The Genome Factor
For a century, social scientists have avoided genetics
like the plague. But in the past decade, a small but
intrepid group of economists, political scientists, and
sociologists have harnessed the genomics revolution
to paint a more complete picture of human social life
than ever before. The Genome Factor describes the
latest astonishing discoveries being made at the
scientific frontier where genomics and the social
sciences intersect. The Genome Factor reveals that
there are real genetic differences by racial
ancestry--but ones that don't conform to what we call
black, white, or Latino. Genes explain a significant
share of who gets ahead in society and who does not,
but instead of giving rise to a genotocracy, genes
often act as engines of mobility that counter social
disadvantage. An increasing number of us are
marrying partners with similar education levels as
ourselves, but genetically speaking, humans are
mixing it up more than ever before with respect to
mating and reproduction. These are just a few of the
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many findings presented in this illuminating and
entertaining book, which also tackles controversial
topics such as genetically personalized education and
the future of reproduction in a world where more and
more of us are taking advantage of cheap genotyping
services like 23 and Me to find out what our genes
may hold in store for ourselves and our children. The
Genome Factor shows how genomics is transforming
the social sciences--and how social scientists are
integrating both nature and nurture into a unified,
comprehensive understanding of human behavior at
both the individual and society-wide levels. --

Stoned
Dramatically raise your SAT score with this go-tostudy guided filled with test-taking tips, practice tests
and more! Includes 4 full-length practice exams
We’ve put all our proven expertise into McGraw-Hill
Education SAT to make sure you’re ready for this
difficult exam. With this book, you’ll get essential skillbuilding techniques and strategies developed by
professional SAT instructors who have helped
thousands of students just like you to succeed on this
important test. You’ll get 4 full-length practice tests,
hundreds of practice problems, time-saving
techniques for each question type, and all the
essential facts about the current exam. With McGrawHill Education SAT, we’ll guide you step-by-step
through your preparation program – and give you the
tools you need to succeed! Features Include: 4 fulllength practice SATs in the book, including a
Diagnostic test Comprehensive overview of the
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current test format, including information on scoring
Realistic practice questions with thorough answer
explanations that reflect Evidence-Based Reading and
Writing, heart of Algebra, and all other questions
types you'll see on test day Specific tips for mastering
the Reading Comprehension section you won't find
anywhere else Hundreds of Math practice questions
like the ones on the SAT, covering both grid-ins and
multiple choice answers Extensive challenge
problems throughout the book that reflect the SAT's
most difficult concepts A FREE customizable test
planner app to help you organize your study schedule

Visual Design
Improve your score and ace the SAT with this
essential study guide packed with targeted instruction
and valuable practice tests With more than 125 years
of experience in education, McGraw-Hill is the name
you trust to deliver results. This MHE guide is the
most comprehensive and relevant prep tool on the
market. We will help you excel on the SAT with: •5 fulllength practice tests •Realistic practice questions with
thorough answer explanations that reflect EvidenceBased Reading and Writing, Heart of Algebra, and all
other question types you’ll see on test day•Hundreds
of Math practice questions like the ones on the SAT,
covering both grid-ins and multiple-choice answers•A
complete Diagnostic test to measure your results and
track your improvement •Student-tested strategies by
expert authors who prepared thousands of exam
takers for success Challenge ProblemsKeep an eye
out for challenge problems throughout the book that
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reflect the SAT’s most difficult concepts. Reading
Comprehension Tips Take advantage of specific tips
for mastering the Reading Comprehension section
you won’t find anywhere else.

Fortune Favors the Bold
A useful and fascinating guide to rankings,
classifications, and hierarchies that make up our
world -- from the Richter Scale to the classification of
wine to the Jedi Order. Sure to be classified as more
informative and useful than Schott's Miscellany, but
easily just as much fun, CALL TO ORDER is an
essential illustrated guide that fills in the gaping holes
in our knowledge and helps settle plaguing questions.
Among them, "Does four-of-a-kind beat a full house in
poker?" (Yes.) Does a Marquess outrank a Duke? (No.)
And, what classification of sinner populates the Sixth
Circle of Hell? (Heretics.) And, how are they punished.
(Crammed into burning tombs.) Can you never pass
question three on HQ? Here are the hierarchies,
pecking orders, ranks, and standings that order every
aspect of our lives, from society, government and
religion to culture, music, biology, and environment.
CALL TO ORDER is the definitive catalog of where
things stand.

McGraw-Hill Education SAT 2018 CrossPlatform Prep Course
Bestselling author and renowned economist Lester
Thurow argues forcefully that globalization is not a
done deal and we must seize the moment now if we
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are to create a new global economy in which all can
prosper. In this new book, Thurow examines the
newly–forming global economy, with a special focus
on the role of the US and the dangers to our own
national well–being. He examines such questions as:
What's at stake for us in the global economy? Why is
it important that the system be equitable and that
other countries prosper along with us? What should
our goals as a nation be – long term and short term?
What are the tough choices that need to be made in
our relationship with other countries and world
regulatory bodies? What role should we be playing
globally? What are the political, economic, social
choices / tradeoffs we will have to confront? Thurow
contends that the huge and growing US trade deficit
poses grave dangers to the value of the dollar and is
putting our own economy in jeopardy. As the world
economy leaps national boundaries, its hallmark
seems to be a rising instability and a growing
inequality between the first and third worlds. Financial
crises in the third world come ever more frequently
and seem to be ever more severe. The first world
economies seem to be in ever more frantic boom and
bust cycles. Globalization causes riots throughout the
world and is one factor in the rise of terrorism against
the West. Thurow shows how some nations, including
Ireland and China, have embraced the concept of
globalization and placed themselves into a position to
prosper with growing and productive national
economies. He contrasts their positive actions with
Japan, whose leaders have allowed the nation to drift
into stagnation and have destroyed its prosperity. He
argues that this is the time to choose globalization or
be left behind, the time to "build a global economy
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that eliminates the defects," and he provides plenty
of ideas for corporations, governments, economists,
and citizens to act upon.

SQL: A Beginner's Guide, Fourth Edition
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for
quality, authenticity, or access to any online
entitlements included with the product. Ace the SAT
with this essential study guide packed with skillbuilding techniques, practice tests, and interactive
features With more than 125 years of experience in
education, McGraw-Hill is the name you trust to
deliver results. This MHE guide is the most
comprehensive and relevant prep tool on the market.
We will help you excel on the SAT with: 8 full-length
practice tests (5 in the book + 3 online) Realistic
practice questions with thorough answer explanations
that reflect Evidence-Based Reading and Writing,
Heat of Algebra, and all other question types you’ll
see on test day Hundreds of Math practice questions
like the ones on the SAT, covering both grid-ins and
multiple-choice answers Challenge Problems
throughout the book that reflect the SAT’s most
difficult concepts Reading Comprehension tips you
won’t find anywhere else Student-tested strategies by
expert authors who prepared thousands of exam
takers for success

Pecking Order
Charles Perrow is famous worldwide for his ideas
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about normal accidents, the notion that multiple and
unexpected failures--catastrophes waiting to
happen--are built into our society's complex systems.
In The Next Catastrophe, he offers crucial insights into
how to make us safer, proposing a bold new way of
thinking about disaster preparedness. Perrow argues
that rather than laying exclusive emphasis on
protecting targets, we should reduce their size to
minimize damage and diminish their attractiveness to
terrorists. He focuses on three causes of
disaster--natural, organizational, and deliberate--and
shows that our best hope lies in the deconcentration
of high-risk populations, corporate power, and critical
infrastructures such as electric energy, computer
systems, and the chemical and food industries.
Perrow reveals how the threat of catastrophe is on the
rise, whether from terrorism, natural disasters, or
industrial accidents. Along the way, he gives us the
first comprehensive history of FEMA and the
Department of Homeland Security and examines why
these agencies are so ill equipped to protect us. The
Next Catastrophe is a penetrating reassessment of
the very real dangers we face today and what we
must do to confront them. Written in a highly
accessible style by a renowned systems-behavior
expert, this book is essential reading for the twentyfirst century. The events of September 11 and
Hurricane Katrina--and the devastating human toll
they wrought--were only the beginning. When the
next big disaster comes, will we be ready? In a new
preface to the paperback edition, Perrow examines
the recent (and ongoing) catastrophes of the financial
crisis, the BP oil spill, and global warming.
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Bold Scientists
'This atmospheric debut looks like a rural Irish comingof-age novel, but it’s cleverer, darker, more
unreliable.' Daily Mail A FINALIST FOR THE 2020
PEOPLE'S BOOK PRIZE AN IRISH TIMES, IRISH
INDEPENDENT and SUNDAY INDEPENDENT 'TITLE TO
LOOK OUT FOR IN 2020' Katie, Maeve and Evelyn –
friends forever, united by their childhood games and
their dreams of escaping the tiny Irish town of
Glenbruff. Outspoken, unpredictable and intoxicating,
Evelyn is the undisputed leader of the trio. That is,
until the beautiful, bold Pamela Cooney arrives from
Dublin and changes Glenbruff forever Told from
Katie's witty, quirky perspective, Frances Macken's
debut beautifully captures life in a small town and the
power of yearning for something bigger. Filled with
unforgettable characters and crackling dialogue, You
Have to Make Your Own Fun Around Here takes a
keen-eyed look at the complexities of female
friendship, the corrosive power of jealousy and guilt,
and the way that life can quietly erode our dreams
unless we're willing to fight for them.

Elsewhere, U.S.A.
Five African American boys drift around Chicago's
slums and dark places.

The Pecking Order, Information
Asymmetry, and Financial Market
Efficiency
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Dramatically raise your SAT score with this crossplatform prep course filled with practice tests,
powerful analytics, test-taking tips, and more!
Includes 8 full-length practice tests, 4 in the book + 4
interactive tests online or the app Planning to take
the SAT? We’ve put all our proven expertise into
McGraw-Hill Education SAT to make sure you’re ready
for this difficult exam. With this book, you’ll get
essential skill-building techniques and strategies
developed by professional SAT instructors who have
helped thousands of students just like you to succeed
on this important test. You’ll get online help, 4 fulllength practice tests in the book and 4 more
interactive tests online and/or on the app, hundreds
of practice problems, time-saving techniques for each
question type, and all the essential facts about the
current exam. With McGraw-Hill Education SAT, we’ll
guide you step-by-step through your preparation
program – and give you the tools you need to
succeed! Features Include: Unique cross-platform
format you can access anytime, anywhere 8 practice
tests, 4 in the book + 4 interactive tests online for
exam readiness Personalized study plan with daily
goals Powerful analytics to chart your progress
Flashcards, games, and more study tools Social
discussion for extra support

Call to Order
The “untextbook” that teaches students to think like a
sociologist. You May Ask Yourself gives instructors an
alternative to the typical textbook by emphasizing the
“big ideas” of the discipline, and encouraging
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students to ask meaningful questions. Conley
employs a “non-textbook” strategy of explaining
complex concepts through personal examples and
storytelling, and integrates coverage of social
inequality throughout the text.

McGraw-Hill Education SAT 2016 Edition
McGraw-Hill Education SAT 2019
Ace the SAT with this essential study guide packed
with skill-building techniques, practice tests, and
interactive features With more than 125 years of
experience in education, McGraw-Hill is the name you
trust to deliver results. This essential guide is the
most comprehensive and relevant prep tool on the
market. Filled with targeted instructions and
abundant practice tests, this guide will boost your testtaking confidence and help you dramatically increase
your scores. We will help you maximize your study
time and achieve your best score with: • 8 full-length
practice tests (5 in the book and 3 online)• NEW: “100
Extra Challenging SAT Questions” section• A
complete SAT course online with daily progress
reports, flashcards, games, and more•Practice
questions just like the ones on the real SAT•
Challenge problems and reading comprehension tips•
Student-tested strategies to help you answer every
type of SAT question• Skill-building techniques
developed by expert authors who have prepared
thousands of exam takers for success A new section,
“100 Extra Challenging Question: SAT Problems Every
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Top-Scoring Student Should Know,” covers the most
difficult concepts on the exam and includes expanded
answer explanations.

You Have to Make Your Own Fun Around
Here
The new annual edition of McGraw-Hill Education’s
popular guide to America’s leading college entrance
exam, completely revised and updated to match the
NEW SAT McGraw-Hill’s SAT guide is a complete SAT
coaching program that focuses on building students’
skills as the best exam preparation. Packed with
targeted instruction and hundreds of problem-solving
exercises, it also offers 3 full-length practice SATs in
print and online. The book features: 3 full-length
practice SATs with fully explained answers
Instructions and explanations for all new aspects of
the redesigned SAT exam as well Two-color 16-page
insert section with special informative features for
test-takers Two-color text and topic tabs
Customizable Test Planner App About the Authors
Christopher Black, MA (Greenwich, CT) is the founder
of College Hill Coaching and author of MacGraw-Hill’s
SAT. Mark Anestis, MA (Hamden, CT) is co-author of
McGraw-Hill’s SAT, and author of 5 Steps to a 5 on the
AP Biology Exam.

Parentology
A coming-of-age memoir of a white boy growing up in
predominantly African-American and Latino housing
projects on New York's Lower East Side reveals how
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race and class were pivotal factors in his life. Reprint.
50,000 first printing.

McGraw-Hill Education SAT 2021
Ace the SAT with this essential study guide packed
with skill-building techniques, practice tests, and
interactive features With more than 125 years of
experience in education, McGraw-Hill is the name you
trust to deliver results. Filled with targeted
instructions and abundant practice tests, MGH’s SAT
2020 will boost your test-taking confidence and help
you dramatically increase your scores. We will help
you maximize your study time and achieve your best
score with: • 8 full-length practice tests (5 in the book
and 3 online) • A complete SAT course online with
daily progress reports, flashcards, games, and more
•Practice questions just like the ones on the real SAT
•Challenge problems and reading comprehension tips
• Student-tested strategies to help you answer every
type of SAT question •Skill-building techniques
developed by expert authors who have prepared
thousands of exam takers for success

You May Ask Yourself: An Introduction to
Thinking Like a Sociologist (Third
Edition)
A good personality is the single most desirable quality
in a horse, yet it is much harder to assess than
conformation or gait. Describing the four basic equine
personality types — social, fearful, aloof, and
challenging — and their various combinations, Yvonne
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Barteau shows you how to recognize distinct behavior
patterns that can indicate any horse’s personality.
Stressing the importance of compatibility between
rider and horse, Barteau helps you achieve equestrian
success through finding a horse whose personality
best matches your individual riding style.

Basic Instinct
Visual Design speaks design, through design, to
designers, presenting 95 core design principles with
concise text and a touch of visual wit. Author of the
bestselling Index series on design basics, Jim Krause
uses a combination of Helvetica and Dingbats to
teach a wide range of design topics (both
conceptually and compositionally related) in a onetopic-per-spread format. Using humor, practical tips,
and inspiring visual examples, Krause makes it clear
how each of the 95 axioms of effective design are
relevant and applicable across all forms of visuals:
print, Web, and fine arts. In this book, you’ll learn how
to: • Direct the eye through your designs using size
relationships, color, visual pathways, and typographic
hints • Design effective compositions through grids,
frames, outlines, dynamic spacing, symmetry,
asymmetry, shading, patterns, and textures • Fool the
eye with shadows, depth, op-art, and visual
subtraction • Understand how color works and how to
use it effectively • See and use type by understanding
type rules as well as when and how to break them
Visual Design is the first title in the brand new New
Riders Creative Core series, which aims to provide
instruction on the fundamental concepts and
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techniques that all designers must master to become
skilled professionals.

McGraw-Hill Education SAT Elite 2021
As governments and corporations scramble to pull the
plug on research that proves that they are poisoning
our planet and rush to muzzle the scientists who dare
to share their disturbing data, it seems the powerful
have declared a war on science. Michael Riordon asks
deep questions of bold scientists who defy the status
quo including: an Indigenous biologist who integrates
traditional knowledge and a trickster's wit; an
engineering professor who exposes the myths and
dangers of fracking; a forensic geneticist who traces
children stolen by the military in El Salvador; a
sociologist who investigates the lure and threat of
mass surveillance; a radical psychologist who
confronts psychiatry’s dangerous power; and a young
marine biologist who risks her career to defend
science and democracy. Who controls science and at
what cost to the earth and its inhabitants? Can we
change? This is unspun science for dangerous times.

McGraw-Hill Education SAT Elite 2019
Trist liked her life. Middle of the pack, no pressure, no
expectations until she's traded to a new pack. Now
she's the omega, bottom of the pecking order, and
has the attention of not only Raff, the savage,
unfiltered beta of her new pack, but Rusty, a shifter
who is obsessed with her. Raff doesn't play nice, ever.
And he gets what he wants. Right now he wants Trist
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and he'll take out anyone who gets in his way. As the
two follow their hearts, dangerous forces are at play
that threaten not only their love but also Trist's life.
This is Book 1 of Jasmin Quinn's Shifters of Darkness
Falls Series. All books are standalone but are
connected by common characters and themes. Basic
Instinct is a contemporary paranormal romance with
suspense and intrigue. It contains mature themes
including explicit language, violence, and descriptive
sex scenes. 18+ Primal. Savage. Untamed. The
Shifters of Darkness Falls will leave you breathless!
Shifters aren’t easy – to know, to be, to live with.
They’re a fragile contradiction: part wolf, part human,
all shifter. They’re ruled by instinct and governed by
convention. Darkness Falls, a small northern British
Columbia community, is nestled in the northernmost
access to the Rocky Mountains where the rugged
wilderness, the vast back-country, and the lakes,
rivers, and streams are untouched and pristine.
Darkness Falls is a haven for shifters and too many
things can go wrong. Shifters of Darkness Falls is a
paranormal contemporary romance suspense series
with no cliffhangers, no cheating, and sexy happy
endings. All books are standalone but are connected
by common characters and themes. ***Get a HUGE
discount by buying the Boxset (Books 1 – 4) in Jasmin
Quinn’s Bestselling paranormal Shifters of Darkness
Falls Series!!!*** Other Books in this series include:
Book 1: Basic Instinct Book 2: Fierce Intentions Book
3: Alpha’s Prey Book 4: Savage Hearts Book 5: Primal
Heat (available February 26, 2021)

McGraw-Hill Education SAT 2020
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Readers will feel they know someone just like the
characters in this timely novel on social status and
social media. Steen Sand, CEO of Stensure Networks,
is the head honcho at an IT firm that's developed an
Internet service to monitor, compute, and publish
people's social status. His chief operating officer,
Irene Lund, serves as his muse. He needs her to be
part of his world, or he can't achieve anything of
significance. But does she feel the same? Chief
financial officer, Michael Jensen, is a hard-core
pessimist who has learned the hard way not to speak
up against the status quo, in spite of his natural
inclination to do so. Jensen's a numbers guy. He
relates to spreadsheets better than he does to people.
Will this cost him in the end? Louise Hald, chief
marketing officer, joined Stensure's management
team after leaving her post as an assistant professor
at a business school. She's beginning to wonder if
she'll ever move past the "assistant" part in the eyes
of her coworkers. What can she do to ensure she gets
ahead? And then there's Sophie Bech. She's made the
long trip back to Denmark from South Africa for her
own private reasons, and everything looks different to
her now. She wonders what her return will hold for
her. Was it a mistake? Will her fresh set of eyes-and
values-help or hinder the team? Reductionismunderstanding complex things by reducing them to
fundamental parts and interactions-comes up against
social status, so subtle, intricate, and sought-after, in
this intriguing modern-day novel. Will these
characters-and their supporting players-make the
changes they need to survive in today's world? Or will
they succumb to the allure of using easy but
underhanded methods to get ahead?
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You May Ask Yourself: An Introduction to
Thinking Like a Sociologist, 6e with
Media Access Registration Card +
Readings for Sociology, 9e
Explains the organization of four hundred hierarchies
in the arts, business, history, religion, science, sports,
and other fields.

Colin Fischer
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